Remembering Earth Mission
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Earth Mission
From the book, Dana speaks to Rory:
“Some think that Earth is a planet for learning lessons. What the Ancient Ones say is
that if there is a "lesson to be learned on Earth" it is: YOU are amazing, intelligent, a
loving being and anything that diminishes your experience as such, is false and
entrapping. I also learned that crippled systems must be transformed, all of our
reasons for limit must be dissolved and we are the ones to choose a new life and a
new world."
The purpose of Earth life was for Souls of sensitivity and authority to identify societies
who had invaded our Divine Families lives eons ago, before time and Earth. Their
agendas of domination have contaminated and controlled our lives. With the
sensitivity to identify Outsiders came the authority to remove them back to their
Homes of origin. The accomplishment of Mission would restore our families to their
Divine harmonics.
Original Purpose has been hidden from us. Why? Better to ask the question, "Who
benefits?"
The answer, of course, "Those who entrapped, controlled and used the Families for
their benefit, the Outsiders." With the Ancient Ones, mission volunteers, whirling in
confusion, crippled thinking, finger pointing, and survival, the Outsiders benefited.
My invitation to you is,
"Wake up to this Mission. Strengthen your sensitivities,
clarify your qualities. Name the domination and greed that surrounds you for
what it is, "Outsider values and creations."
They are not imbalanced members of Human/Divine family. They are living out their
agendas in our Home their removal benefits all.
• Reality Statement: I own my place in the Original Earth Mission of Sovereignty
and am guided in my assignment.
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The Law Of Manifestation

The Law of Manifestation is constant on this planet. Energy patterns/seeds will
become a plant, fruit or flower. The fruit and flower will tell you the qualities of
the seed. Learn to read the situations in your life this way. If you have an unwanted
situation/plant, realize that the 'seed' for that plant exists within your undiscerned
energy fields. If you have a situation that sabotages or brings harm, the 'seed' lies
within your fields. If you want something new to manifest, you have to weed out the
old imprint then plant and nurture a new seed in your energy fields.
“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy,
frequency, and vibration.”
- Nikola Tesla

The Law of Manifestation, the
law on this planet, declares that
energy component/seeds in
conscious or unconscious bodies
will cause vibrations reflective of
the seed. Just like plants are the
reflection of their seed, the
manifested form shows the
beginning imprint.
For example, if there is trauma
storage/seed in the emotional
field, energies will slow down to
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form thoughts of fear which attracts/create situations of trauma in the physical.

The Law Of Personal Choice
The Power of Your Voice

Your experiences are the result of many past experiences and survival concepts of
life, of yourself, of possibilities you brought in at birth to heal and to expand. Whether
you believe in past lives or not, generations of family members that came before you
have handed down codes. They exist within your DNA and impacted your life. Again,
not "set in stone".
This lesson is to remind you that the law for this planet is that YOU are the voice
for your life. And, the most powerful places to be to change your life are in the
Present moment and in a Physical body.
This understanding gives you the flexibility and responsibility to reframe your life
for new outcomes.
And so, take the time to evaluate where you are in your life now. Then, choose an
area on which you would like to focus.
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Divine Community
“Just as important, I know that humanity, the mission volunteers, came together on a
common mission. We did not intend to walk this journey using only information
physically discerned or abilities socially taught. There is immense help available in
the unseen worlds. There are massive Spiritual mission force collaboratives to help
Earth and her inhabitants. Those in unseen bodies and worlds must have our voice
and sight, and we cannot accomplish the goal of Sovereignty without them.”
We, as Souls, have come from regions beyond this Earth. Communities of loved ones
remain in those worlds just as when you travel to exotic places on the planet. During
your trip, family and friends stay at home. The same is true for our Earth mission.
Our life force extends through in multiple regions of energy which includes the
physical and the unseen. In physical bodysuits, there are very real restrictions and
limits. Limits are the nature of physical. Our heritage includes both the seen and
unseen worlds. In the unseen, there are Beings of integrity who are holding
information for our plan. Their abilities to monitor and guide our journey contains all
possibilities. Discounting the unlimited world of the unseen has left humanity
functioning within physical constrictions. Like Gerri, those who can access the unseen,
are made to feel "crazy," "delusional", "Pollyanna" and are then discounted. Instead of
building skills to embrace both worlds, we are encouraged to make sense of our
physical lives with very limited views.
On the other hand, many have the assumption that anything that comes from the
unseen/Spiritual regions is beyond reproach. Not so. Both worlds require criteria
and boundaries for all interactions.
You would never open your home in the middle of a city with a big note that says,
"I am away. Anyone welcome. Do what you want. Take what you want." Your home
would soon be emptied.
The same can happen if you open yourself to spiritual information; anyone welcome, I
am not in charge, take me, direct me, etc. There are beings of integrity who will still
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wait for your voice of authority, even when you have forgotten you have one. But, there
are many in the unseen ready to masquerade, flatter, deceive and use you for their
purposes. So, caution is critical when opening to guidance.
The first step is to create Reality Statements as to the qualities and values of your
Spiritual teachers. Next, describe the qualities of the experiences you have in their
presence.

Reality Statements*: these are suggestions
•

My Spiritual teachers, seen and unseen, have the qualities of:

•

My Spiritual teachers have the utmost integrity to the law on Earth; Personal

•

Choice, those in physical bodies have ultimate authority.

•

My communities and relationships vibrate to the harmonics of Good, i.e., love,
generosity, respect, joy, etc.

*The Reality Shift process, included in the Healing section, is one that will set
your new choices powerfully in place with the assistance of your Spiritual
teachers and teams.
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Healing - Transforming
Triangle Angelic Grids from Pam notes

Balanced energy vibrations form triangles, the basis of sacred geometric vortexes and
building patterns. Healthy triangulated energy causes triangles touching triangles
becoming grids of incredible strength!
According to Universal Law for Earth, requests/declarations from those in physical
bodysuits require those in Spirit to respond. All TAG work is done under the direction
of the individual's Soul with the support of Spiritual teams. So, Triangle Angelic Grids:
Those in the Unseen assisting in the restoration of humanity's Soul's grid of Divine
Harmonics.
TAG Healing intentions will consist of a series of requests/declarations. Each Matrix
creates energy waves that form a sacred geometric field with vibrations unique to the
individual's need. This vortex forms from specific commands. For example, one will be
declarations to eliminate the dense energy stored within, around and through all
vibrational bodies; spiritual, mental, emotional and physical.
Another Matrix will contain commands for activating the Divine DNA, correcting
the body's circuitry and re-establishing the spiritual communication center.

Pam's note to self: Speak to Shadow to make sure the requests are complete
and ask for whatever additional information is needed. Working with Beings in
the unseen we intend to transform energy grids by releasing negative imprints,
removing parasitic attachments, and correcting Galactic imbalances. When free
from chaos and Outsider attachments, Sovereignty exists in the field.
Sovereignty allows vibrations to self-correct to the Soul's Divine
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Processes:
You can change your life from what is it to what you want it to be. It is like knocking
down a wall, clearing the dust and building a new room from scratch. Building new
takes time, new tools, and commitment to BE Restored2YourSoul.

Reality Statements: This is the tool that you will use to choose new outcomes
for your life. When used within the Reality Shift, the statements become seeds/
imprints in your energy bodies that will manifest. You may discover what you want
new as you examine what you currently have, i.e., patterns of sabotage, discounting in
relationships, financial lack, etc. The Statements could come from what you want to be
free of or from the dreams that you have always wanted to accomplish.

Reality Shifts: Reality Statements alone, like affirmations, have limited power.
When you link them to your Spiritual guides, friends, and teams, their capacity to
change the unseen becomes powerful. That is what the Reality Shift Process does.

The basic steps:
1. Create and read a Reality Statement.
2. Say to your Spiritual team, "Please align every aspect of my consciousness and
those I love to this reality and experience.” pause and breath
3. Ask your Spiritual team, to “TAG, Transform and Remove every energy imprint
that would sabotage or prevent this reality and experience.” pause and breath
4. Ask your Spiritual team, "Create and download the codes for the Highest
Expression of this Reality into my energy bodies." pause and breath
5. Remain aware of any contrary thoughts, feelings, or actions and use the
command, TAG and Transform, to declare have old forms be cleared and healed.
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Sacred Space: Taking back and designing your space, for your Spiritual work, for
your body, your home, your land, your family, your community is where to begin.
Using Reality Statements such as:
• My Sacred Space contains the qualities of….
• A Crystal Cocoon of guidance, protection, and inspiration surrounds me.
You could create a place with stones, flowers, candles, etc. to represent and hold the
energy.

TAG and Transform: This directive calls the attention of your Spiritual teams to
any sensation, feeling or thought that is contrary to the new you are designing. It gives
them permission to check out the energy, the old patterns, and use specific TAG
directives to heal it. This is how it would look. You are going about your day and have a
sensation of fear, a pain in your shoulder, or an old memory of limit. You would
immediately say, "Spiritual team. There is .. name the sensation, feeling, or memory.
TAG and Transform its cause. Thanks!" You may find some old patterns that will
disappear quickly, some take longer. Just keep calling for your Teams to TAG and
Transform.

Empath: Being an empath indicates that you have natural abilities to sense
vibrations that are invisible to others. That is a gift you choose to bring with you for
this lifetime. It also means that you may have felt the toxic energy of Outsiders, the
Light energy, the despondency, the confusion, etc. And, the awareness may have
begun when you were a very young child. It is vital for everyone, and especially for
empaths, to know that their voice is intended to be master. Having tools to become the
master of your space, and hold secure boundaries will be critical in your toolbox.

From Pam:
"I know that there will be more to share and so stay tuned!"
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Examine Your Mindset
Are You Able to Grow?

Have you struggled with the challenges of life only to be left tired and hopeless?
Do you cringe at the suggestion that you can change your life?

Dr. Carol S. Dweck was amazed at some four years old that she observed very early
in her career. Clearly, there were at least two ways of dealing with life going on with
these children. Over the years, she has come to identify what she observed as
expressions of Mindset and contends that mindset plays a significant role in our lives
and ability to succeed.
The hallmark of a fixed mindset is that when there is even a hint of “failure,” they
blame, make excuses, discounts or attack any suggestions to improve. They have to
live up to an internal sense that they already know everything, they are innately
superior. Fixed mindset despises effort, “You ought to have success effortlessly.
Otherwise, you are and will always be less than a success.” This sense of self releases
one from the task of trying to improve her/himself. It leaves no room for building
skills to solve problems.
The growth mindset individual is excited to learn more, especially as it relates to what
they love. They know work is needed to reach mastery. Growth individuals understand
that going into areas they have never been, making mistakes to learn is the basis of
life. Free of the task to continually prove their brilliance, growth mindset individuals
are free to go for the things they deeply value and love. They know that one can
succeed if they put in the time to learn. A person with a growth mindset is excited to
create the actions to expand their world and experience more. They embrace doing
something "wrong" or making "mistakes." Praise a child or adult for things they have
no control over such as eye color, beauty, even innate gifts can easily lead to a fixed
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mindset. "You are so pretty." "You are so smart." "You play the piano so beautifully."
These can be traps.
When you are praising another, look for the effort that individual has brought to the
task. Praise the effort, something the child/adult and yourself did by choice.
"I saw how much commitment it took for you to learn that piano piece so well." "I
love the way you bring great colors together with your clothes." "I know you didn't let
discouragement stop you kept falling at ice skating rink. Look at how well you skate
now!"
Begin with Reality Statements:
• As I move up a skill level in what I love, I become a novice and delight in my
mistakes.
• My mistakes are part of the path to expanding my life.
• Mistakes are indications that I am growing.
Recommended reading: Mindset, the New Psychology of Success
by: Carol S. Dweck, Ph.D.
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Grounded To Mother Earth
Our Partner in Earth Mission

The name of the Soul collective that holds space for our mission is Gaia, Mother
Earth. There is no time during our walk on the planet when Gaia withholds herself
from us. We walk on her surface, lay down in her meadows, run on her paths, swim in
her waters.
Her assignment was to provide secure space and hold energy within herself to be
brought forth as resources for those on Mission. She is like a massive Mother Ship.
There is a reason that we find regeneration in Nature, discover inspiration in Earth's
beauty, feel re-balanced in her quiet. The vibrational waves that come from Gaia were
designed to provide the Mission force with the material to thrive here. Keeping
Humanity busy with survival rather than spending and connecting with nature is
another way the Outsiders trap.
Reframe the place that Nature and Mother Earth has in your life. Explore what a
relationship with her would look like for you.

Reality Statements:
• I acknowledge the critical relationship I have with the energies of Earth.
• I open my mind and heart to voices that come to me from all forms of Nature.
• I have learned the language of the trees, water, stones, fire and air.
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New Directions
Congratulation!

You are magnificent for being willing to try on some new ideas and add new tools to
expand your vision and choose new paths.
I hope that you now realize that abilities, situations, are not "set in stone" and you are
free, indeed required, to choose what you love, what brings you joy. Then, do all that it
takes to transform and remove what constricts you, your space, home, and
relationships.
This workbook contains the basic concepts and processes, the first level for
Remembering the Mission. See yourself as a gardener. In a garden, there are seeds
you consciously plant and plants that grow from seeds planted before you. The plants
of constriction, fear, powerlessness, control, domination, and usury are definitely ones
to eliminate. When you discover light, ease, and inspiration, nurture the seeds.
Look are your life through new eyes. Watch for your own motivations. Which ones are
coming from the love, joy, and excitement of which Pam spoke?
Are you ready, like Rory, to put on your hiking boots and see what is on the top of
Pam's mountain? I hope so because the journey will be amazing!
Watch for the next book in this trilogy,
The Cries of the Children, The Ancient Ones for the Children
- Sharon Riegie Maynard, Author
SIGN UP for my mailing list and I will keep you informed.
Would you like a Reading from the Ancient Ones? What is Your Divine
Family? Your Assignment? Your Spiritual Guides?
CHECK IT OUT HERE..
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